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~ Happy Easter ~ 

      What happened changed everything!  Have you contemplated the significance?  It 

seems I have to learn things the hard way sometimes.  One of the important lessons for 

me was, “By whose stripes ye were healed.” I Peter 2, 24.  HPS would not have survived all 

the issues over the years if God had not been with us.  Thank you God, Thank you  

Jesus, Thank you everyone who heard his call to be part of helping to save the horses.   

We pray that you have been blessed as we have. 

Update on Peaches  
 

     Sweet little Peaches’ blood test was very high from the refer-

ence level of 10-40 for normal.  Her insulin level was 139.77 

ulU/mL.  Peaches is on 7 metformin tablets morning and eve-

ning for her type 2 diabetes.   

This seems to be helping her feel better and have more energy.  

    There is a love affair going on in the side field.  Eclipse has 

claimed Peaches as his new love.  Omaha is best friends with 

both Eclipse and Peaches.  Eclipse and Peaches will lie down to 

take a nap and Omaha will stand guard over them until they get up.   

    HPS has found that when dealing with a foundered horse or pony the farrier is most important.  The next 

most important thing is to keep the equine moving.  Often you will be told to put the horse up in a stall with 

deep bedding.  HPS feels keeping the horse moving will help to have the coffin bone realign correctly provid-

ing the hooves have been trimmed to look like a normal hoof.  Our farrier is trimming Peaches every three to 

four weeks and this can help her heal faster.  Peaches may never recover to the full extent since the founder 

has been taking place for a long time.  There is extensive damage in one front coffin bone.  In the other three, 

the coffin bone is not as eroded.   

    Peaches would be a great little pony for a child to be an Angel Sponsor.  You could come on a Saturday  

afternoon and spend time with Peaches and brush her.  Many of the horses don’t have an Angel sponsor to 

help offset their expenses.  

You can do much but the only thing that is important is to have a life of significance.  J.B. 

Earth Day ~ April 22nd 

   Every day should be Earth Day!  I don’t know of any animal person who doesn’t also 

care about the Earth.  These are not the people who throw trash out their car windows.  I 
just got back from a walk down in the lower field with the horses, beautiful, wild flowers  

coming up.  After so many days of rain, it was great to take a walk with the horses.   
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Thank you for Funding the Dental Care! 
 

   Dental care is imperative for the overall health of a horse.  A horse can die from an infected tooth that was 

not taken care of.  The infection can spread to the horse’s brain or cause blood poisoning.    

    This large tooth was found in the field and we  are not sure who lost the tooth.  

Peaches has to have most of her back teeth removed because they are loose and a 

couple of front teeth are also loose.  This could be from poor diet and the diabetes.  

      Nova is 25 years old and her teeth have been cared for every year  

 since she came to HPS at 10 years old.  Her dental was done for the 15 years she  

 was in a wonderful home.  Today her teeth are in wonderful condition.    

    Dr. Bryan Taylor only does equine dental care and has been caring for the horses  

  at HPS for years.  Dr. Bryan provides a sheet for each horse that shows what  

 condition the teeth are in and what corrections have been made.  Normally with the 

  herd  it takes two or three visits to complete all of the horses.   

    We typically do the geldings first and it is a great time to clean their sheath area while they are sedated. 

We clean the mares’ udders while they are also in this state.   Sometimes the mares and geldings will rub 

their tails when they need cleaning and people think that  it means they have parasites and need to be de-

wormed.  Clean the horse first and see if that solves the problem and keep to your deworming schedule.  

Some horses need to be cleaned more often than others and this is just one small part of caring for the horse.   

   Ginger, Nutmeg and Honey have recovered enough to have their dental care done along with the other new 

horses that have recovered.    

   Thank you for making this important care possible for the horses! 

   

Tall Boy Problem 

     My family decided it was time for us to finally find a couple horses of our own. I would have loved to take 

a couple of these babies here at HPS and give them a home at my place but my boys are just so tall! My hus-

band and I are both pretty tall as well and who knows how big my daughter will get. I know you need to look 

to the future when planning these things so I would hate to take a horse home that Lanie would outgrow and 

us all be heartbroken! There are really no horses here that would fit all of us 

through the years.  

     So this began an adventure for us I’m not likely to repeat any time soon! 

People are crazy with what they try to sell...or should I say lie about! We 

looked at so many horses and it was one ordeal after another! One particular 

horse we were so excited to see turned out to be 10 years older and 500 lbs 

heavier than the picture that advertised him! Another horse that was adver-

tised as a jumper/show horse was so thin and his pasterns were dropped so 

badly that I knew that would only spell trouble. So many different people 

either outright lied about the horse for sale, or they truly did not see the 

shape their horse was in.  

     We did end up finding our horse. I’m sure we were not easy people to sell 

a horse to because of all the questions we asked  and visits we needed. After 

5 visits and a vet check, and several sleepless nights, we are so happy to have 

finally brought him  home! He is gaining the weight he  needs.  But to think we  could’ve saved ourselves all 

that hassle if my boys hadn’t grown so much! Any ideas on how to keep your kids small?  
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In honor of Ann Harrison Stacker.  By Martha Stacker 

In honor of Bailey,Tyler and Hunter, Happy St Patrick's Day.   
By Donna Dziura 

 
In memory of Braveheart, my horse of 21 years. By Carolyn McAnallen 

In memory of our dear friend Jodi Douthit's  son.  From Dottie and Lisa 

In memory of Sunni, March 31, 1976 to November 14, 2009.   
By Mary Myers 

 

  Tears come to my eyes every time a donation arrives from someone who we have not heard 

from in some time.  We have received the sweetest messages and celebrating our 20 years.  

   Thank you one and all for making it possible to get the horses dental work done!  We are 

now able to start to set aside funds for the testing and treatment for EPM.   

You folks are the greatest!!! 

Sybil P. Athey 

Lynn & Paul Baldwin 

Neil Bean 

Kathy & Tony Bell 

Carol & William Bellinghausen 

Joan B Benson 

Judy Blackmon 

Susanne & Rev. Harvey L. Blume 

John A. Bonk 
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Toni Brown 
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William J. Donovan Jr. 

Jodi Douthit 

Donna L. & Robert C. Dziura 

Susan S. Ferguson 
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Mary May Gillespie 
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Donna J. Hase 
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Dr. Leslie C. Henson 

Marie & Senter Jackson 
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Virginia M. Johnson 

Randi Kinney 

Stacey L. Koster 
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Kimberly Y. Lane 
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Katherine Lofgren 
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Melissa Pletcher 

Cheryl A. & Thomas Powers 

Katherine M. Pugh 
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Dottie Rebhan 

Betty & Harold Rhoads 

Melanie Rusco 

Kathryn N. Ryan 

Dr. Robert Schantz 

Harriet A. Seabrook 

Cynthia R. Sheaffer 

Gail M.  Shinn 

Sharan S. Shively 

Jane Shoaf 

Charity League of Salisbury 

Karen A. Skinner 

Lisa M. Slatt 

Tacy Smith 

Martha B. Stacker 

Elaine D. Towner 

Rita A. & George Tucker 

Shelly & Stephan Ugolini 

John Vinal 

Michael & Suzanne Webb 

Dr. Barbara White 

Penny Williams 

Walter D. Wood 

Rhonda Wright 

Linda M. Yarrington 

Nancy J. Zuilkowski 
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You can help support our efforts to save horses by 
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hps@horseprotection.org 
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THANK YOU! 
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A Beautiful Herd 

   After all of the rain, the 
horses are enjoying the green 
grass in the fields.     
   They will eat for awhile and 
then lay down and sleep.  They 
love to roll in the  green grass. 

It’s paradise for them! 
We close the horses out after 
evening feeding so they will eat 
their hay during the night  
   It is such a joy to see them 
healthy and safe from the  

abuse they suffered. 


